MODULE 1
DEEMED INCOMES AND CLUBBING OF INCOMES
Sett-off
1.House Property Losses- Losses from House Property can be set off against profits from other
heads like: salary income, business income, income from capital gains, and income from other
sources.
2.Business Losses- Non-speculative business losses can be set off against any other heads like:
business income, income from house property, except income from salary.
3. Specified Business Loss under Section 35AD- Losses from specified businesses can be set
off only against profits from such specified businesses only but the losses from other businesses
can be set off against profits from specified businesses.
4. Speculative business losses- Losses of speculative businesses can be set off only against the
profits of speculative businesses; it is not possible to set off the speculative business loss against
any other business/professional income. However, any other business loss can be set off against
the profits of speculative businesses.
5. short-term capital losses -short-term capital losses can be set off against both the short-term
as well as long-term capital gains.
6. Long-term capital losses- Long-term capital losses can be set off only against the long-term
capital gains but the short-term capital losses can be set off against both the short-term as well as
long-term capital gains.
7. Loss from owning and maintaining race horses- Like speculative business loss, loss from
owning and maintaining race horses can also be set off only against the profit from owning and
maintaining race horses.
2.Carrying forward of losses.
1.House Property Losses- House property losses can be carried forward up to 8 years from the
financial year in which the loss has been incurred. It can be adjusted only against income from
house property. An assessee can file the income tax return in this case later on.
2.Business Losses- Non-speculative business losses can be carried forward up to 8 years from
the financial year in which the loss has been incurred. This loss can be set off only against the
business income. To carry forward the losses under this category, an assessee has to file the
income tax return on due date.
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3.Speculative Business Losses- The speculative business losses can be carried forward up to any
number of years. For losses to be carried forward to next years, an assessee is required to file the
income tax return on due date. This loss can only be adjusted against specified business incomes.
4.short-term capital losses -short-term capital losses can be adjusted against both the short-term
as well long-term capital gains. For carrying forward this loss to next assessment years, an
assessee must file the income tax returns on the due date.
5.Long-term/Short-term losses- Long-term/short-term losses can be carried forward up to 8
years from the financial year in which the loss has been incurred. Loss-term capital losses can be
adjusted only against the long-term capital gains
6.The Loss from owning and maintaining race horses- Loss from owning and maintaining
race horses can be carried forward up to 4 years from the financial year in which the loss has
been incurred. An assessee has to file the income tax return on time to carry forward the losses to
next years. This loss can only be adjusted against the income from owning and maintaining race
horses.
3.Clubbing of income
Under the following circumstances, the income of other person is included in the income of the
assessee..

A. Clubbing of Income for Transfer Of Income Without Transfer Of Asset (Sec. 60)
Section 60 is applicable if the following conditions are satisfied:

1.
2.
3.
4.

The taxpayer owns an asset
The ownership of asset is not transferred by him.
The income from the asset is transferred to any person under a settlement, or agreement.
If the above conditions are satisfied, the income from the asset would be taxable in the
hands of the transferor

Example–: Arun owns Debentures worth Rs 1,000 of ABC Ltd., (annual) interest being Rs. 100,
On April 1, 2018 he transfers interest income to Vijay, his friend without transferring the
ownership of these debentures. Although during 2018-19, interest of Rs. 100, is received by
Vijay, it is taxable in the hands of Arun as per Section 60.
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B. Clubbing of Income for Revocable Transfer Of Assets (Sec 61)
‘Revocable transfer, means the transferor of asset assumes a right to re-acquire asset or income
from such an asset, either whole or in parts at any time in future, during the lifetime of
transferee. It also includes a transfer which gives a right to re-assume power of the income from
asset or asset during the lifetime of transferee.

If the following conditions are satisfied section 61 will become applicable.

1. An asset is transferred under a “revocable transfer”,
2. The transfer for this purpose includes any settlement, or agreement
3. Then any income from such an asset is taxable in the hands of the transferor and not the
transferee (owner).

Exceptions to section: 61
Where the income arises to any person by virtue of transfer by way of trust which is not
revocable during the life time of the beneficiary,and in case of any other transfer which is not
revocable during the life time of the transferee.
Where the income arises to any person by virtue of transfer made before 01.04.1961, which is
not revocable for the period of 6 years or more.

C. Clubbing of Income Of Spouse SEC. 64(1) (ii)
The following incomes of the spouse of an individual shall be included in the total income of the
individual:
(i) Remuneration from A Concern In Which Spouse Has Substantial Interest [Sec 64 (1) (ii)]

Concern – Concern could be any form of business or professional concern. It could be a sole
proprietor, partnership, company, etc.
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Substantial interest – An individual is deemed to have substantial interest, if he /she
(individually or along with his relatives) beneficially holds equity shares carrying not less than
20 per cent voting power in the case of a company or is entitled to not less than 20 percent of the
profits in the case of a concern other than a company at any time during the previous year.

If the following conditions are fulfilled this section becomes applicable.

1. If spouse of an individual gets any salary, commission, fees etc (remuneration) from a
concern
2. The individual has a substantial interest in such a concern
3. The remuneration paid to the spouse is not due to technical or professional knowledge of
the spouse.
4. Then such salary, commission, fees, etc shall be considered as income of the individual
and not of the spouse.
Example– Praksh has a substantial interest in XY Ltd. and Mrs. Praksh is employed by XY Ltd.
without any technical or professional qualification to justify the remuneration. In this case, salary
income of. Mrs. Praksh shall be taxable in the hands of Praksh..

When both husband and wife have substantial interest

Where both the husband and wife have a substantial interest in a concern and both are in receipt
of the remuneration from such concern both the remunerations will be included in the total
income of husband or wife whose total income, excluding such remuneration, is greater.

(ii) Income From Assets Transferred To Spouse [SEC. 64(1) (iv)]
Income from assets transferred to spouse becomes taxable under provisions of section 64 (1) (iv)
as per following conditions:The taxpayer is an individual
1. He/she has transferred (directly/indirectly) an asset (other than a house property) The
asset is transferred to his/her spouse
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2. The asset is transferred without adequate consideration. Moreover there is no agreement
to live apart.
3. If the above conditions are satisfied, any income from such asset shall be deemed to be
the income of the taxpayer who has transferred the asset.
Example– Ameen transfers 800 debentures of BEL to his wife without adequate consideration.
Interest income on these debentures will be included in the income of Ameen.

When Section 64(i) (iv) is not applicable

On this basis of the aforesaid discussion and judicial pronouncements, section 64 is not
applicable in the following cases:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

If assets are transferred before marriage.
If assets are transferred for adequate consideration.
If assets are transferred in connection with an agreement to live apart.
If on the date of accrual of income, transferee is not spouse of the transferor.
If property is acquired by the spouse out of pin money (i.e. an allowance given to the
wife by her husband for her dress and usual household expenses).
6. In the aforesaid five cases, income arising from the transferred asset cannot be clubbed in
the hands of the transferor.

D. Clubbing of Income From Assets Transferred To Son’s Wife [SEC. 64 (1) (VI)]
1. Income from assets transferred to son,s wife attract the provisions of section 64 (1) (vi) as
per conditions below:-

2. The taxpayer is an individual.
3. He/she has transferred (directly/indirectly) an asset after May 31, 1973. The asset is
transferred to son„s wife.
4. The asset is transferred without adequate consideration.
5. In the case of such individuals, the income from the asset is included in the income of the
taxpayer who has transferred the asset.
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6. E. Clubbing of Income From Assets Transferred To A Person For The Benefit Of Spouse
[SEC. 64(1) (VII)]
7. Income from assets transferred to a person for the benefit of spouse attract the provisions
of section 64 (1) (vii) on clubbing of income. If:

8. The taxpayer is an individual.
9. He/she has transferred(directly/indirectly) an asset to a person or an association of
persons. Asset is transferred for the benefit (immediate/deferred) of spouse.
10. The transfer of asset is without adequate consideration.
11. In case of such individuals income from such an asset is taxable in the hands of the
taxpayer who has transferred the asset.

F. Clubbing of Income From Assets Transferred To A Person For The Benefit Of Son,S
Wife [Sec. 64 (1) (VIII)]
Income from assets transferred to a person for the benefit of son,s wife attract the provisions of
section 64 (1) (vii) on clubbing of income. If,

1. The taxpayer is an individual.
2. He/she has transferred (directly/indirectly) an asset after May 31, 1973.
3. The asset is transferred (directly/indirectly) to any person or an association of persons.
The asset is transferred for the benefit (immediate/deferred) of son,s wife.
4. The asset is transferred without adequate consideration.
5. In case of such individual, the income from the asset is included in the income of the
person who has transferred the asset.

G. Clubbing of Income Of Minor Child (SEC. 64 (1A)
All income which arises or accrues to the minor child shall be clubbed in the income of his
parent (Sec. 64(1A), whose total income (excluding Minor,s income) is greater. However, in case
parents are separated, the income of minor will be included in the income of that parent who
maintains the minor child in the relevant previous year.
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Exemption to parent [Sec 10(32)]

An individual shall be entitled to exemption of Rs. 1,500 per annum (p.a.) in respect of each
minor child if the income of such minor as included under section 64 (1A) exceeds that amount.
However if the income of any minor child is less than Rs. 1,500 p.a. the aforesaid exemption
shall be restricted to the income so included in the total income of the individual.

When Section 64(1A) is not applicable

In case of income of minor child from following sources, the income of minor child is not
clubbed with the income of his parent.

1. Income of minor child on account of any manual work.
2. Income of minor child on account of any activity involving application of his skill, talent
or specialized knowledge and experience.
3. Income of minor child (from all sources) suffering from any disability specified u/s 80U
4. Please also read: https://taxguru.in/income-tax/clubbing-provisions-income-minor.html

Other Points for Clubbing of Income under Income Tax Act, 1961
Can negative income be clubbed?
If clubbing provisions are applicable and income from such a source is negative it will still be
clubbed in the income of asses see.

Head of income under which an income belonging to somebody else would be clubbed?
The other person,s income is taxable under the head under which it would have been taxable if it
is the income of the asses see himself.
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For example Mr. Shamsu gifts Mrs. Shamsu Rs 5 lakhs from which she starts a business. Now
as per clubbing provisions whatever is the profit from this business it will be taxable in the hands
of Mr. Shamsu. Since it is an income taxable under the head „Profits & gains of Business &
profession, that is why it will be taxable under the same head and income will be calculated as if
it is the business of Shamsu.
1. Deduction u/s 80C [Eligible Assessee: Individual & HUF]




Payments made Toward Life Insurance Premium (for Self, Spouse,
and Children)
Payments made towards Provident Fund with a Lock in Period – 15
years
 Equity Linked Saving Scheme (ELSS) with a min. lock-in period of 3
years
 Tuition Fees paid maximum for Two Children.
 Payment made towards the Principal amount of Housing Loan
 Having a Fixed Deposit/Deposit in Post Office (Now IPPB) with a min.
lock-in of 5 Years
 Amount Deposited in Sukanya Samridhi Account
 National Saving Certificate
 Purchasing Bonds of NABARD.
Max. DeductionRs. 1,50,000/-

2. Deduction u/s 80CCC:




Eligible Assessee: Individual Only.
Deduction for: Premium Paid for Annuity Plan of LIC or Any other Insurer.
Max. Deduction: Rs. 1,50,000 (combined with 80C)

3. Deduction u/s 80CCD:







There is a further classification of this particular Section.
Section 80CCD(1)
Eligible Assessee: Individual Only (whether Employed or Not).
Deduction for: Payment towards the NPS Pension Account.
Max. Deduction: 10% of Salary (Basic+DA only) /20% of GTI (in case of Self
Employed) [but deduction allowed in combination with 80C]
[Imp. Note- The AGGREGATE of Deductions u/s 80C, 80CCC, 80CCD(1) shall not
exceed Rs. 1,50,000]
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Section 80CCD(1B)
Eligible Assessee: Individual Only (whether Employed or Not).
Deduction For: Payment toward the NPS Account made by the Employee/Self Employed person
can be diverted to this section when 80CCD(1) limit has exhausted
Max. Deduction: Rs. 50,000 – this is an additional deduction i.e. allowed without combining
with 80c

Section 80CCD(2)
Eligible Assessee: Individual Only (must be Employed)
Deduction For: Employer contribution towards the NPS account of Employee.
Max. Deduction: 10% of Salary (Basic+DA only) – this is an additional deduction i.e. Allowed
without combining with 80c

4. Deduction u/s 80D:
Eligible Assessee: Individual & HUF
Deduction For: Amount paid for Medical Insurance Premium
Preventive Health Check.

/ Medical Expenditure /

[Note: But if the Payment has been made ONLY FOR Preventive health checkup then the max.
deduction allowed would be only Rs. 5,000].Max. Deduction: Rs. 25,000 (For Self, Spouse,
Children) + Rs. 25,000 (For Parents)
[Note: If the Person toward whom the above payments are being made is SENIOR CITIZEN (60
years or more) then the limit of Rs. 25,000 would be increased to Rs. 30,000.
This limit has been further increased to Rs. 50,000 from Finance Act, 2018 i.e. Maximum
Deduction under this Section can be availed from A.Y. 2019-20 would be Rs. 1,00,000.]
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5. Deduction u/s 80DD:








Eligible Assessee: Individual & HUF (Resident Only)
Deduction For: Expenditure incurred on Medical treatment (including nursing), Training,
or Rehabilitation of disabled (Divyang) DEPENDANT.
Note-1: Dependant means Spouse, Children, Parents, Brother, and Sister / Any Member
(in case of HUF). And to claim this deduction Certificate of Disability is Required from
the Prescribed medical authority.
Note-2: This Deduction is allowed when the payment is made for Dependant. If the
Assessee himself is Divyang Person then he will be allowed deduction u/s 80U and not
u/s 80DD.
Max. Deduction: Fixed Deduction of Rs. 75,000 (if Disability is 40% or More) / Rs.
1,25,000 (If Disability is 80% or more)

6. Deduction u/s 80DDB:












Eligible Assessee: Individual & HUF (Resident Only)
Deduction For: Expenses incurred for the treatment of the specified diseases. Any
reimbursement (if any) from Insurance Company shall be deducted and balance expense
amount shall be allowed as deduction.
Max. Deduction: Rs. 40,000 / Rs. 60,000 (for Senior Citizen ie. 60 yrs. or more) / Rs.
80,000 (For Very Senior Citizen i.e. 80 yrs. or more)
[Important Note: From Finance Act, 2018 (i.e. From A.Y. 2019-20) the Deduction for
Senior Citizen i.e. 60 years or more would be allowed up to Rs. 1,00,000. The category of
Very Senior Citizen has been eliminited].
7. Deduction u/s 80E:
Eligible Assessee: Individual Only.
Deduction For: Interest on Loan for Higher Education paid during the relevant previous
year.
Max. Deduction: 100% Interest amount
[Note: The deduction of Interest would be available in max. 8 years starting with the year
of payment]
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8. Deduction u/s 80EE:
Eligible Assessee: Individual only (and only when he is purchasing First home ever)
Deduction For: Payment of Interest on Housing Loan which has been taken for the First
Home Purchase.



Max. Deduction: Rs. 50,000



But deduction would be allowed subject to following conditions:
o Value of Property to be purchased should be Max. 50 Lakhs.
o Value of Loan taken should be Max. 35 Lakhs.
o The Loan must have been taken between 01 April 2016 to 31st March 2017.

















9. Deduction u/s 80G:
Eligible Assessee: All Assessees
Donations with 100% deduction without any qualifying limit
. 1. Prime Minister‟s National Relief Fund
2. National Defense Fund
3. Prime Minister‟s Armenia Earthquake Relief Fund
4. The Africa (Public Contribution - India) Fund
13. 5. The National Foundation for Communal Harmony
6. Approved university or educational institution of national eminence
7. The Maharashtra Chief Minister‟s Earthquake Relief Fund
8. Donations made to Zila Saksharta Samitis.
9. The National Blood Transfusion Council or a State Blood Transfusion Council.
10. The Army Central Welfare Fund or the Indian Naval Benevolent Fund or The Air
Force Central Welfare Fund.
Donations with 50% deduction without any qualifying limit
1. Jawaharlal Nehru Memorial Fund
2. Prime Minister‟s Drought Relief Fund
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3. National Children‟s Fund
4. India Gandhi Memorial Trust
5. The Rajiv Gandhi Foundation
Donations with 100% deduction with limit
Family planning
Indian Olympic association
Donations with 50% deduction with limit
Charity –Notified teMple/Mosque/Gurudwara/Church
Minority development
[Imp. Note- Donation made in cash above Rs. 2,000 shall not be allowed as deduction]
50% deduction witho limit
Calculate GTI

XXX

less

LTCG

XX X

less

STCG

XXX

less80C-80U
Other than 80G

XXX

Qualifying AMT

XXX-(A)

10%Of A-

XXX

Less family planning

xxx

Less Indian Olympic ass xxx
XXX-(B)
50%- B







XXX

10. Deduction u/s 80GG:
Eligible Assessee: Individual only (whether Employed or Self Employed)
Deduction For: Deduction in respect of Rents Paid.
Max. Deduction: It shall be allowed LEAST of the following– Rs. 5,000/- Per Month
– 25% of Total Income
– Rent Paid minus 10% of Total Income
[Note: Total Income shall be considered before deduction under this Section]
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11. Deduction U/s 80GGA:
Eligible Assessee: All Assessee
Deduction For: Certain Donation for Scientific Research or Rural Development.
Max. Deduction: 100% Amount of Donation made
[Imp. Note- Donation made in cash above Rs. 10,000 shall not be allowed as deduction]
12. Deduction u/s 80GGB:
Eligible Assessee: Indian Companies Only
Deduction For: Donation made by Indian companies to Political Parties or Electoral
Trust.
Max. Deduction: 100% of Donation made
[Imp. Note- Any donation in cash would not be allowed as deduction. ]

13. Deduction u/s 80GGC:





Eligible Assessee: All Assessee (except; Company, Local Authority, Artificial Juridical
Person)
Deduction For: Donation made by Indian companies to Political Parties or Electoral
Trust.
Max. Deduction: 100% of Donation made
[Imp. Note- Any donation in cash would not be allowed as deduction. ]

14. Deduction u/s 80QQB:




Eligible Assessee: Individual (Resident Only)
Deduction For: Royalty/Copyright amount on Certain books/media etc.
Max. Deduction: Rs. 3,00,000 or Income Received, whichever is less.

15. Deduction u/s 80RRB:
Eligible Assessee: Individual (Resident Only)
Deduction For: Royalty amount on Patents.
Max. Deduction: Rs. 3,00,000 or Income Received, whichever is less.
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16. Deduction u/s 80TTA:




Eligible Assessee: Individual & HUF
Deduction For: Interest on Savings Account (not on FD/RD)
Max. Deduction: Rs. 10,000/-

17. Deduction u/s 80TTB:




Eligible Assessee: Individual (Senior Citizen) Only
Deduction For: Interest on Any Account (including FD/RD)
Max. Deduction: Rs. 50,000/-

18. Deduction u/s 80U:




Eligible Assessee: Individual (Resident) only
Deduction For: Flat Deduction even without any expense incurred.
Max. Deduction: Fixed Deduction of Rs. Max. Deduction: Fixed Deduction of Rs. 75,000
(if Disability is 40% or More) / Rs. 1,25,000 (If Disability is 80% or more).
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